MULTICURRENCY
Accept and settle payments the way you
and your customers want

Flexibility and reach
to control your global
business locally
Accepting multiple currencies through international
banking systems is complex and often costly.
With fluctuating FX rates and local and international
regulations, there’s a lot that can go wrong.
Worldpay from FIS’ Multicurrency brings you more than
40 years of experience taking and making local payments
internationally and will manage your money with you
securely, clearly and simply.

A world of local payment
possibilities:

120+

acceptance currencies

Flexible and
customizable
FX rate guarantees

Provide a familiar payment
experience
In a world brought closer together by the internet,
customers want the familiarity of paying online
in their local currency. If you want to delight your
customers with an experience they know and trust,
let them pay in their own currency and settle your
funds later in just the currency you prefer.

Take control and manage your
exposure to risk
To unlock the power of global eCommerce,
letting your customers pay you in their local
currency creates transparency and increases
the chances they will complete the payment.
If they pay you in a different currency than their
own, they’re less likely to recognize the charge
on their bank statement. You’re also less likely
to convert the sale.
Localizing the purchase experience reduces
customer complaints and chargebacks and
significantly enhances customer loyalty and
repeat purchase.
But, how do you manage the risk of pricing in
another currency when exchange rates are
constantly changing?
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Pay and get
paid your way
Choose from a variety
of funding options
ranging from currency
choices to speed of
settlement.

Multicurrency
features and benefits:
Acceptance
Remove customer doubt during
payment with more than 120
acceptance currencies available.
Present a locally recognized and
accepted currency wherever you’re
doing business.

Settlement
Choose from a variety of settlement
currencies and speed of settlement.
Only keep the currencies on-hand that
you need.

Managing risk
Worldpay helps you manage the risk
of fluctuating FX rates by providing
secured rates in advance of the
transaction.
Guaranteed rates reduce the volatility
of your margins by allowing you to
forecast into the future. If the market
shifts for any reason, our guaranteed
rates also give you time to respond.

Transform FX into a profit
center
Our guaranteed FX rates provided via
a daily file will also enable you to make
adjustment in customer pricing to
ensure protection against rate shifts
and translate FX to a profit center.

An all-in-one solution that
puts you in control
Integrate to Worldpay’s multicurrency
capabilities through Worldpay’s API to
access all the tools you need to manage
your money and accounts.
All of your transactions processed by
Worldpay can be channelled to your
Worldpay liquidity account or directly
to your bank account. This improves
control of your funds and removes your
need to manage multiple currencies
and bank accounts.

With worldwide processing
capabilities, you can do
business in 146 countries -

that’s more than 99% of the

global GDP footprint.
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About Worldpay from FIS
Worldpay from FIS (NYSE:FIS) is a leading payments technology company
that powers global commerce for merchants, banks, and capital markets.
Processing 75 billion transactions topping $9T for 20,000+ clients annually,
Worldpay lifts economies and communities by advancing the way the world
pays, banks, and invests.

www.fisglobal.com
getinfo@fisglobal.com
twitter.com/fisglobal
linkedin.com/company/fis
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